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without expensive hardware, software, or training. As a result, there is an increasing need to support not only professional video editors, but also casual home users in video navigation and editing tasks.

ABSTRACT

We present D RAGON, a direct manipulation interaction technique for frame-accurate navigation in video scenes. This
technique benefits tasks such as professional and amateur
video editing, review of sports footage, and forensic analysis of video scenes. By directly dragging objects in the scene
along their movement trajectory, D RAGON enables users to
quickly and precisely navigate to a specific point in the video
timeline where an object of interest is in a desired location.
Examples include the specific frame where a sprinter crosses
the finish line, or where a car passes a traffic light. Through a
user study, we show that D RAGON significantly reduces task
completion time for in-scene navigation tasks by an average
of 19–42% compared to a standard timeline slider. Qualitative feedback from users is also positive, with multiple
users indicating that the D RAGON interaction felt more natural than the traditional slider for in-scene navigation.

One such task is frame-accurate navigation through a video
scene. Frame-accurate browsing is not only important for
video creation and consumption, but it is also a common task
when, for example, analyzing clips of live sports events, annotating video, or reviewing recordings of scientific experiments. In these examples, the user typically focuses on a
small number of interacting objects in the scene. This spatial
interaction of objects is what gives a time point in a video its
semantic meaning. Current interaction techniques for video
navigation use time only as a syntactic construct. The linear
timeline sliders found in most media players, fisheye-style
warped timelines [6] and dynamic zoom sliders [2] allow
the user to move through the timeline of the video; however,
they all have in common the drawback that there is no direct
relationship between a user’s gestures and the actual content
of the video. As a result, accurately pinpointing a particular
moment in a video clip can be difficult.
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Video navigation encompasses a large range of tasks, including coarse-grained navigation such as searching for chapters,
and fine-grained (or in-scene) navigation such as scrolling to
a frame where the objects in the scene are in a certain arrangement. In this paper, we focus on the latter scenario,
where frame-accurate temporal pinpointing is required. We
first present D RAGON (DRAGgable Object Navigation), a
technique for navigating video scenes based on the spatiotemporal evolution of the video content. This technique implements Shneiderman’s notion of direct manipulation [8],
allowing users to navigate through the scene by directly
dragging objects to a desired location. We then present the
results of a controlled experiment and user evaluation comparing our object-dragging technique to the standard timeline slider present in most video navigation interfaces today.
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INTRODUCTION

With the continued increase of the creation and consumption
of continuous time-based media such as audio and video,
better interaction techniques to navigate and manipulate
these media are required. Today, even the average home user
has the capability to produce, distribute, and consume digital
video from sources such as YouTube (http://youtube.com),

RELATED WORK

Previous attempts to improve the efficiency and accuracy of
navigating through video address the problem more generally. Ramos and Balakrishnan’s work on the PVSlider and
the TLSlider focuses on pen-based interfaces to augment the
timeline slider for video navigation [6]. Hürst’s work on the
Zoomslider, NLSlider, and Elastic skimming [3] for navigat-
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ing through video addresses mapping problems between the
video timeline and the slider widget itself. While all of these
works improve upon the timeline slider, D RAGON leaves the
slider metaphor entirely, replacing it with direct object manipulation in the video itself.

1
3

In [9], Zhai et al. discuss the drawbacks of the scrollbar widget for fine-grained positioning tasks in text documents; in
[5], Lee discusses the similarities between the scrollbar for
text navigation and the timeline slider for temporal (audio
and video) navigation. Their findings imply that alternative
approaches to video navigation should be investigated.
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Very recently, Kimber et al. proposed Trailblazing [4], a system for multi-camera video surveillance that employs a similar interaction technique based on object trajectories. Their
system, however, relies on object recognition and tracking
to create the movement trajectories whereas D RAGON uses
optical flow so that even individual parts of objects (like the
hand of a soccer player) can be dragged around for navigation.
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Figure 1. The D RAGON interaction technique. The user has clicked on
the car at the diamond marker, and is now free to drag the car along its
trajectory in the video. As she moves the car, the video scrolls through
time accordingly. As the car is attached to the mouse pointer with a
“rubber band”, the user is not required to stay exactly on the car’s
movement trajectory in the video. Notice how evenly spaced positions
on the car’s trajectory correspond to a non-linear temporal spacing on
the timeline slider.

INTERACTION

Shneiderman defines a direct manipulation interface as one
with “visible objects and actions of interest, with rapid, reversible, incremental actions and feedback” [7]. D RAGON
allows users to directly manipulate the video contents by
clicking on an object of interest and dragging it through the
scene towards its desired position (and thus, time).1 Dragging the object causes the video to scroll through time so
that the object follows the mouse pointer (see Fig. 1). Note
that the user does not have to stay exactly within the object’s
trajectory through the video: as with most draggable UI elements (e.g., common scrollbars) the object behaves as if it
were on rails, but attached to the pointer with a rubber band.

• The size of the user’s gesture is directly correlated to how
far the object of interest moves in the scene. In contrast,
dragging a timeline slider one pixel can result in the object
moving several pixels, or even none at all.
IMPLEMENTATION

To obtain the object trajectories that D RAGON uses to support direct object manipulation, we use an algorithm based
on work introduced by Brox et al. to precompute optical flow
fields between neighboring frames in the scene [1]. The optical flow fields provide an estimate of where each pixel in a
video frame moves to in the succeeding frame, and where it
came from in the preceding frame (see Fig. 2).

For example, consider the video of a car approaching an intersection like the one shown in Fig. 1. As the car approaches
the intersection, it slows down, yields to a passing car, and
turns at the intersection, accelerating as it leaves the scene.
The user wishes to navigate to a point where the car occupies
an interesting position to check, for example, if the traffic
light is still green when the car entered the intersection. This
positioning task can be difficult using a slider-like control, as
the slider is mapped linearly to absolute time, but the car’s
acceleration and deceleration result in a non-linear positiontime relationship. With D RAGON, the user can click on the
car when it enters the frame and drag it along its trajectory
through the intersection to its desired position.

Calculating the optical flow fields for each second of standard definition video currently requires over 15 minutes of
processing time on a quad-core 3 GHz Mac Pro. However,
this processing can be performed offline, and the results are
stored together with the video on disk. Real-time interaction is achieved at runtime by using these precomputed flow
fields to calculate the required object trajectories of the pixel
the user clicks on. When an object is dragged, it follows
its trajectory in both space and time. That is, we look for
the frame where the object’s three-dimensional (x, y, t) distance to the mouse pointer is minimal (see Fig. 3). This ensures that there are no large jumps in the video playhead
position, and also allows us to correctly disambiguate situations where an object appears at the same spatial position in
the video at multiple points in time (e.g., a video of rotating
hands on a clock). Further details about the implementation
of D RAGON can be found on the web2 .

This direct manipulation technique overcomes two drawbacks of the timeline slider:
• The direction of the user’s gesture is directly related to the
direction that the object of interest moves in the scene. In
contrast, dragging a timeline slider from left to right can
result in an object in the video moving arbitrarily, even
from right to left, depending on the contents of the video.
1
We invite readers to view the video figure accompanying this submission for a demonstration of the D RAGON interaction technique.
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Figure 3. Top view of a stack of frames (i.e., the y-axis is pointing out
of the picture plane towards the reader). When the user clicks on the
object and moves the mouse to the right, the video is scrolled to the
frame where the (x, y, t) distance between mouse pointer and object is
minimal. This distance is measured in both space and time, represented
in the diagram by the shaded sphere, to avoid unwanted jumps along
the video timeline.

Figure 2. The flow field (shown in white) stores the pixel correspondences between pairs of adjacent frames. These correspondences allow
us to recreate the movement trajectories of arbitrary objects in a scene,
such as the billiard balls in this table shot.

EVALUATION

Task completion time was measured from the first mousedown event to when the user released the mouse button
within one frame of the predetermined target frame.

We hypothesized that D RAGON would be significantly faster
than the traditional timeline slider for frame-accurate inscene navigation tasks, and designed a user study to compare task performance times between these two navigation
techniques.

Results

The data points for each video were analyzed using a paired
Student’s t-test (see Table 1). Users performed, on average,
between 19% and 42% faster with D RAGON than with the
timeline slider. In all cases, this difference was significant
(p < 0.01).

Experimental Setup

30 participants (21 male, 9 female) between the ages of 22
and 39 who use computers regularly were recruited to participate in the study. Participants were asked to perform navigation tasks on four different billiard scenes. At the start of
each session, we allowed the users to familiarize themselves
with both D RAGON and the timeline slider for navigating
through a test video; most users were already familiar with
the timeline slider, as it is a standard control on all software
multimedia players. After that, users were asked to perform
a specific navigation task on each of the four scenes using
both D RAGON and the timeline slider (yielding a total of
eight measurements per user). For each scene, users were
first shown the video once, before being given instructions
on the navigation task to be completed for that video. Then,
they were shown the video once again, before finally being
asked to perform the navigation task. As each user was exposed to all data sets, we were able to stagger the order in
which they were presented, and counter-balance the order
of the technique that was used to complete the task, to minimize learning effects. Each session lasted approximately
15 minutes, and concluded with a brief questionnaire where
users were asked to rate their experiences with both navigation techniques.

video

length [s]

1
2
3
4

3.84
3.52
7.12
7.08

mean times [s]
slider

D RAGON

3.88
3.67
3.02
17.80

2.71
2.86
2.44
10.18

% diff.

p

32%
22%
19%
42%

0.0002
0.0077
0.0006
0.0052

Table 1. Mean task completion times for the videos used in our user
study. The D RAGON technique performed significantly faster in all
cases.

The responses collected from the questionnaire support these
results – a majority of our participants preferred the object
dragging technique over using the timeline slider to complete the navigation tasks. They also felt that D RAGON was
quicker and easier to use (see Fig. 4).
We also collected qualitative feedback regarding the use of
D RAGON for video navigation. Over two-thirds of our users
agreed or strongly agreed with the statement: “D RAGON always behaved like I expected,” on a five-point Likert scale.
In the specific cases where the system did not behave as users
expected, we were able to determine that performance issues with our prototype implementation of D RAGON played

The four scenarios that we chose required users to navigate
to a specific frame where: (1) a ball crosses an imaginary
line, (2) two balls collide, (3) a ball collides with the table
cushion, (4) all balls have just stopped moving.
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completed both more quickly and easily with D RAGON, and
commented positively on its naturalness.

15

We are now extending D RAGON to better cope with panning and zooming in video scenes, by improving our implementation of the optical flow algorithm. We also aim to
increase performance of the flow field computations so that
object trajectories can be computed at runtime, thus eliminating the offline preprocessing phase. At the same time, we
are experimenting with different types of visual feedback to
indicate the directions in which an object can be dragged,
and with modifications to the distance measure for finding
the optimal frame for a given object trajectory and dragging
location. Finally, we are planning a more extensive evaluation of D RAGON, comparing it to other existing techniques
for improved video navigation. We would also like to evaluate how D RAGON performs in a professional video editing
environment with expert users.
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Figure 4. Results of the follow-up questionnaire on users’ subjective experience with D RAGON and the timeline slider. D RAGON was preferred
by the majority of the users, and was also considered both quicker and
easier to use.
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